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194a Monday, February 9, 2015N-terminus and the ankyrin repeats of NICD form a bivalent interaction
with the transcription factor CSL that leads to the activation of Notch
target genes. Assays measuring transcription activity of NICD variants con-
taining sequence deletions and insertions in the region of RAM between the
N-terminal binding site and the ankyrin repeats reveal that RAM mostly
behaves as a disordered statistical coil. However, deviations from this
model suggest that NICD bivalency is affected by sequence-specific elements
within RAM, such as transient secondary structure elements and/or charge
interactions. NMR spectroscopy has revealed three regions of RAM with
helical propensity and two regions that are extended and dynamic. Transcrip-
tion assays show that sequence substitutions to these regions have a modest
effect on transcriptional activation. In contrast, charge interactions within
the RAM are crucial for transcriptional activation. Redistributing the charged
residues within RAM changes the tertiary structure of RAM and decreases
transcriptional activation. NICD variants with highly segregated positive
and negative charges in the RAM region are more compact than wild-type
RAM and display almost no transcriptional activation. Variants containing
oppositely charged residues that are more mixed than in wild-type RAM
are more extended and exhibit smaller decreases in transcriptional activation.
Current work is focused on understanding why compaction of the RAM
region affects Notch transcriptional activation. Understanding how the sec-
ondary and tertiary structure elements of RAM affect transcriptional
activation will provide insight into the general roles of IDPs in signaling
pathways.
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) lack well-defined solution structure un-
der physiological conditions but still have biologically relevant function in the
cell. A significant fraction of eukaryotic proteins are fully or partially disor-
dered. Additionally, the unfolded state of proteins has attracted prominent in-
terest for decades, for better understanding of the protein folding problem. In
this work we address the most fundamental question: are IDPs different from
unfolded states of globular proteins? We simulated five different protein se-
quences in aqueous solution for the systematic investigation of their character-
istic polymer properties. An accurate all-atom protein model with explicit
solvent (Amber03w) is used, which naturally captures temperature-dependent
solvation effects. We found that the qualitative scaling behavior of the protein
chains matches expectations from theory under ambient conditions. We also
observe experimentally known temperature-induced collapse of polypeptide
chains in our simulations. Detailed analysis suggests that this collapse origi-
nates from the change in hydration propensity of individual residues as a func-
tion of temperature. Furthermore, we find that the unfolded ensembles of
proteins at different temperatures are remarkably similar due to temperature-
induced collapse.
We also address a key issue in the single molecule Forster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) experiments to study the properties of unfolded and intrinsi-
cally disordered proteins, i.e., are the properties of the unfolded chain affected
by the presence of chromophore dyes? We find that the secondary structure and
long-range contacts are largely the same in the presence or absence of the
fluorophores, and that the dimensions of the chain with and without chromo-
phores are similar. We also find that the dye orientational factor, kappa2, has
an average value and equilibrium distribution very close to that expected for
isotropic orientations, which supports one of the assumptions frequently
made when interpreting FRET efficiencies in terms of distances.975-Plat
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All theories of protein folding agree in suggesting that the folded state is pro-
moted by a gain in enthalpy, whereas the unfolded state is favored by entropy.
The entropy of the latter and thus the entropic loss associated with protein
folding is generally estimated by utilizing the rather random conformational
distributions of the so-called random coil model which assumes that all amino
acid residues sample the entire sterically allowed region of the Ramachandran
space. However, recent spectroscopic studies as well as analyses of coil li-
braries have revealed residue specific and generally less pronounced conforma-
tional sampling than suggested by the random coil model. These findings imply
that unfolded peptides and proteins carry less entropy than expected. We used
experimentally obtained Ramachandran plots of amino acid residues in GxG
and GxyG host guest systems (x,y,: selected amino acid residues) in water to
calculate the Boltzmann entropy of individual residues in the absence and pres-
ence of nearest neighbor interactions. Our results suggest that entropic chains
of polypeptides exhibit conformational entropies which at room temperature
contribute 3-5 kJ/mol less to the Gibbs/Helmholtz free energy. This suggest
that classical random coil distributions lead to a substantial overestimation of
conformational entropies. Thermodynamic data inferred from the temperature
dependence of 1H 3J(HNHa) coupling constants and UVCD spectra of the
investigated peptides allowed an estimation of the temperature dependence
of the conformational entropies and a comparison with changes of the en-
thalpies and entropies of solvation.
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The rate at which Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs) undergo large
conformational changes in solution is expected to substantially affect their
function. The roughness in IDPs energy landscape can significantly slow
down this diffusional dynamics, giving rise to internal friction. Both experi-
ments and simulations of unfolded states of proteins show that compact states
exhibit greater internal friction than denaturant-expanded states1,2. Yet it is un-
clear to what extent, and in which way, changes in a protein sequence may
affect the internal friction. Using a nanosecond laser-pump spectroscopy tech-
nique we quantify the rate at which two ends of a polypeptide chain come into
contact, while also quantifying the relative end-to-end distance (or compact-
ness) of the chain. We compare these values for different IDPs of the Calcitonin
peptide (Ct) family. Our previous studies showed that these IDPs populate
highly compact states in near native conditions3,4 and become more expanded
at increasing denaturant concentrations5,6. We find that, under conditions in
which the end-to-end distances are the same, certain sequences exhibit signif-
icantly slower contact formation rates than others, indicating greater internal
friction. As expected, such differences are apparent in water but not in dena-
turant. We experimentally investigate the possible causes for the observed
sequence-dependence.
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